
Monday 22nd 
November

WALT: describe a character



How could we describe Mowser?
Remember the FANTASTICs can help you.

F - feeling
A - asking
N - noticing
T - touching
A - action
S - smelling
T - tasting
I - imagining
C - checking



• Black and white cat

Key:
• Conjunction
• Adjective
• Adverb
• Noun

• Long and elegant whiskers
with carefully brushed ends

• Soft paws with shiny fur

• Fierce but bright yellow eyes



WAGOLL:

In Cornwall, at the far end of England, a black and white cat called Mowzer
was known to mysteriously roam around the small fishing village. Mowzer

was an old cat with fur as black as ink . She had sparkly eyes like amber and 
would watch the people of the village wonder by the window. Mowzer lived 

with her owner, an old man with a grey beard called Tom. Mowzer loved 
fished, so Tom often cooked her tasty meals. This cat was very clever and 

often managed to catch varieties of different fish. Mowzer was a brave cat, 
but even she could not predict what would happen next.
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• Read your work to a partner and check for spelling and grammar in a purple pen

• Give your partner one thing that you like about their work and one thing they could 

improve upon
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Plenary



Tuesday 23rd November
WALT: use fronted adverbials



Which of the following are correct?
An adverb...

...describes 
a noun

...is an 
action 
word

... describes 
how an 
action 

happens

…describes 
where 

something 
happens

….describes 
how often 
something 
happens



An adverb...

... describes 
how an 
action 

happens

…describes 
where 

something 
happens

….describes 
how often 
something 
happens



For example:
... describes 

how an 
action 

happens

…describes 
where 

something 
happens

….describes 
how often 
something 
happens

Old Tom quickly ran to the window.

The Great Storm-Cat was brewing outside the 
village walls.

Mowser ate fish every single day.



We can change these into fronted adverbials

Quickly, Old Tom ran to the window.

Outside the village walls, the Great Storm-Cat was brewing outside the 
village walls.

Every single day, Mowser ate fish.

What do you notice about each of these sentences now?



On whiteboards, change these sentences to 
include fronted adverbials (remember commas)

Mowser loved to watch Old Tom cook her a variety of fish weekly.

The Great Storm-Cat settled slowly and let Mowser and Old Tom drift back to 
Mousehole

The people of Mousehole happily celebrated their return.



Now write some of your own sentences in your books. 
You can use the fronted adverbials mat to help you.



Wednesday 24th November
WALT: use inverted commas for direct speech



How do we use inverted commas?



Add the correct punctuation to these 
examples of direct speech

Meow, meow, said Mowser, hoping Old Tom would 
understand that she was anxious about him going out 
to sea.

Don’t' you worry about me, Mowser. I won't be 
returning without the catch of fish we need! said Tom.



Learning 
activity

• Write out the conversation between Mowser and Old Tom in this part 
of the story (when OLd Tom explains he is going out in the storm)

• Don't forget to include inverted commas to punctuate direct speech.

• Try and use a wider range of words for "said"



Friday 26th November
WALT: plan a narrative considering structure, 

vocabulary and grammar





To start planning ideas 
ready for your own 
independent write up

• Use bullet points to 
help make your work 
neater.

• Look back at your 
previous work





-ing –ed sentences
• Two part sentence
• First part must begin with a subordinate clause which begins with –ing followed by 

the location of the action
• Focus on the use of prepositions to explain where the action is happening

For example:
Jumping quickly through the air, Mowser looked out of the window at the Great 
Storm-Cat.





As - ly sentences
• Two part sentence
• First part opens with an action description which starts with As and ends with an 

adverb
• The second part is a description of a related action.

For example:
As the Great Storm-Cat let go of the boat gently, the people of Mousehole welcomed 
Tom and Mowser back.


